
GUSTAVUS SWIFT

Gustavus Franklin Swift, Sr. (June 24, â€“ March 29, ) was an American business executive. He founded a
meat-packing empire in the Midwest during.

What caused the turn-around? For the meat industry, salt was used as a preservative, but people preferred
salted pork to salted beef. He instructed his employees to cut the meat as cosmetically as they could, display
the cuts artfully, and â€” most importantly â€” let the customer see what they were buying. The obstinate
refusal to undertake profitable cargo in order to keep alive a less profitable investment is possible, but it seems
unlikely. After Chase completed the designs he had the Michigan Company to build the railroad cart. He was
one of 12 children and was educated at a local school, which he left at age  In response, Swift financed the
initial production run on his own, then â€” when the American roads refused his business â€” he contracted
with the GTR a railroad that derived little income from transporting live cattle to haul them into Michigan and
then eastward through Canada. It was an expensive process of production that translated into higher consumer
prices. James Methodist Episcopal Church. Hathaway a renowned Boston meat dealer initially relocated the
company to Albany, then almost immediately thereafter to Buffalo. He is credited with the development of the
first practical ice-cooled railroad car which allowed his company to ship dressed meats to all parts of the
country and even abroad, which ushered in the "era of cheap beef. His shipment of dressed meat in
refrigerated carts, however, led to another conflict in  In Swift successfully shipped the first refrigerator
carload of fresh meat to the East. A map of Barnstable County, Massachusetts dated  Upon arrival at the local
processing facility, livestock were either slaughtered by wholesalers and delivered fresh to nearby butcher
shops for retail sale, smoked, or packed for shipment in barrels of salt. Chicago and the birth of the
meat-packing industry. He hoped to use his experience to establish himself as a middle-man â€” an arbitrageur
and salesman â€” for cattle he would personally select in Chicago and bring back to New England for sale to
butcher shops. There, they discovered the problems of distributing livestock to the East Coast via railway â€”
it was expensive, inefficient, and wasteful. In his partnership with Hathaway dissolved and Swift Bros and
Company was formed in partnership with younger brother Edwin. Following the end of the American Civil
War , Chicago emerged as a major railway centre, making it an ideal point for the distribution of livestock
raised on the Great Plains to Eastern markets. His butcher shops appeared clean and he displayed his wares
attractively on large white marble trays. He established Northwestern University's "School of Oratory" in
memory of his daughter, Annie May Swift, who died while attending the school. The partners divided their
tasks. A little manganese ore mined in Virginia and brought to Pittsburgh. He recognized certain principles of
retail psychology that helped make his stores a success. An astute cattle-buyer, Swift followed the market
steadily westward. Many railroad companies refused to give in to Swift even he himself negotiated furiously.
Swift died on March 29, , in Chicago, Illinois, after an operation caused internal bleeding. Swift also worried
about the expenses involved in waste, since many parts of the slaughtered animal were unusable. Management
of the company remained in family hands, for Swift was fond of asserting "I can raise better men than I can
hire. He raised cattle, pigs, and sheep. Seven years later Gustavus and Annie moved the family to Brighton
near Boston , where in Swift became partner in a new venture, Hathaway and Swift. Placing the meat directly
against ice resulted in discoloration and affected the taste, however, and therefore proved to be impractical. He
designed a new type of refrigerated car that had specially contained, ventilated ice boxes at either end of the
car, with the meat packed in between them. It also made Chicago a center of the meat packing industry for
quite some time. It became a path for him to enter the industry. And these four and one half pounds of material
manufactured into one pound of solid steel and sold for one cent. On his recommendation, Hathaway and
Swift moved once more in , this time to join the influx of meat packers setting up shop in Chicago 's sprawling
Union Stock Yards. In his partnership with Hathaway dissolved and Swift Bros and Company was formed in
partnership with younger brother Edwin. His real opponents were much more formidable. But the railroad ran
farther north than other lines.


